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Senate Approves NSA Affiliation
With a vote of 22-7 Student Senate passed a motion to take the
necessary steps to join the National Student Association (NSA) at
an open meeting Tuesday.
The affirmative vote came after
more than an hour and a quarter
of debate. Although the motion
now stands passed by the Senate,
the action must be approved by the
Student Life committee before final arrangements can be made.
Discussion on the issue centered
about several pro and con aspects.
Those who opposed the proposed
affiliation felt that NSA does not
really represent the wide strata of

American college students, since
only 20% of the colleges in the
United States belong to the organization.
They also stated that NSA is
going too far in passing resolutions on political subjects, that
present organizations on campus
could provide the opportunities
otherwise available through NSA,
that apparent student apathy indicates that not enough students
would become involved through
NSA affiliation to warrant joining.
Students opposing affiliation also
questioned the communist endorsc-
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DAVID MOUW

DAVID HOLLENBACH

Hollenbach, Mouw Earn Aid
From Danforth Foundation
Two Hope College seniors, David
Hollenbach and David Mouw, have
won a Danforth Graduate Fellowship for advanced study for the
Ph.D degree, according to a recent
announcement from the Danforth
Foundation of St. Louis, Mo.
A Danforth Fellowship provides
tuit : on and living expenses for
four years of study in preparation
for a career of col'ege teaching.
More than 1,000 college seniors
from colleges and universities
throughout the Un'ted States competed for the 100 Fellowships
awarded this year.
The FeMowships are designed
to encourage outstanding college
graduates who have selected college teaching as a career and to
help meet the critical national
need for competent and dedicated
college instructors.
Almost 1,000 Danforth Fellowships have been awarded since
the program was established in

ment of NSA and questioned whether NSA would rapidly fulfill the
promises of literature and information presented in its brochures.
Students who advocated the proposed affiliation replied by stating
that, although only one fifth of the
colleges in the country belong to
NSA, actual student membership
from these colleges comprise over
one half of the students in the US.
They also felt that NSA could offer the vehicle through wh.ch students could become involved with
important issues..
At one point Senator Wes Michaelson read a detailed list of NSA
projects, seminars arid conferences
in order to try to show possibilities
through NSA. According to Senator
Jim Reid, "NSA is not a wonderful miracle-working organization,
but it can be the first cog in a
great wheel yet to be forged."
At one point several letters from
stuuents on other campuses were
read by both sides in the attempt
to strengthen their arguments.
Carol Van Lente, junior, passed out
mimeographed copies of a letter
from Wiliiam Madden, a law stuaent at the University of Michigan,
who opposed NSA. Some of the
facts in the letter were, however,
questioned and Senator P e t e r
Paulsen questioned what authority
Madden had in the matter. Senator
Bob Donia read a letter f r o m a
student official at U of M who
defended the NSA of which after
some debate the University has
decided to remain apart.
The issue was settled by a roll
call yes or no vote following a
motion by Donia.

Milestone

1952, and more f han 350 of the e e
men and women have finished
Ph.D. degrees and are now teach
ing in colleges and universities.
Hope College Liaison Officer for
the Danforth Foundafon, Dr. Kenneth Weller. pxpressed his pleasure on receiving word of the
awards made to the two Hope
students.
"It is gratifying," said Weller,
"to see that academic excellence
has been recogn : zed and rewarded.
We are especially pleased because
this is the first time that two
awards have been made to Hope
in one year . . . and the men that
received them couldn't be more
deserving."
This is the second national fellowship to be awarded to both
Hollenbach and Mouw. Last week
they were both honored by being
awarded a Woodrow Wilson National Foundation Fellowship.

mm

INTERNATIONAL NIGHT — Alice Cheung and Bertha Magan
are two of the foreign students who will be displaying the culture
of their countries at International Night tomorrow.

Pix

Due to tours and other events,
no Milestone pictures will be
taken next week.

CONTROVERSY — A group of Senators, interested students and Dean
James Harvey met Tuesday to discuss the proposed NSA affiliation.

IRC Engages Le Thanh Chau
For Talk on Vietnam Situation
Mr. Le Thanh Chau will discuss
the current situation in Vietnam
and its background at a meeting
Wednesday at 6:45 p.m. in the
Student Union.
Chau is a citizen of South Vietnam currently engaged in research
in 18th century English literature
in preparation for his doctoral dissertation at the University of Chicago. He did his undergraduate
work in English literature at Cambridge University and was awarded BA with honors and an MA
degree.
In 1957 Chau joined the faculty
of the University of Hue in Vietnam as a lecturer in English literature. One year later he became
Secretary General of the University of Hue, a post which he held
until 1962 when he left Vietnam
for US Midwest.
As a delegate of his country he
has attended several educational
conventions in the Orient as well
a^ the UNESCO Conierence m

Paris in 1960 and has contributed
significantly to many current periodicals.
•Chau is very mugh concerned
with developments in his country.
According to John Cox, freshman,
"those of us who heard him speak
at the IRC Conference in East
Lansing were impressed with his
grasp of the situation in Vietnam
and with his answers to countless
questions about everything from
strategic hamlets and the Second
Coup to education and industrial
production. Mr. Chau has the
unique viewpoint of the educated
national — he possesses a keen insight to the problems of Vietnam
as an emerging national unit but
is w.thout the blinders of Western
influence."
Chau is another of the visitors
engaged by Hope's International
Relations Club this year — among
whom have been Louis Lomax
and the Swiss economist, Dr. Albert Hunold.

Chapel Choir To Sing in Eastern Cities
Hope College Chapel Choir, under the direction of Dr. Robert W.
Cavanaugh, is going East during
Spring vacation to present its annual Spring series concerts.
Dr. Cavanaugh, who received degrees from the University of Wisconsin and from the American
Conservatory of Music at Ch : cago, received his doctorate from
the University of Michigan.
The Chapel Choir, composed of
65 students, will present concerts
in Detroit. Mich., Hamilton, Ont.,
Schenectady, Manhatten, Brooklyn, Flushing, West Sayville, Jamaica, Hudson and Kingston, N.Y.,
Freehold, New Brunswick and Wycoff, N.J. and Churchville, Pa.
They will be singing in the Easterdawn service at Radio City Music
Hall and will present a concert
at New Brunswick Theological
Seminary.
Following the introit "O, All Ye
Works of the Lord" by Canning^
the Chapel Choir w : ll sing Alessandro Scarlatti's " E x u d a t e Deo"
in Latin. Next they will sing the
Catalonian Carol " F u m ! F u m !
F u m ! " arr&nged by Schindler and
Palestrina'S
"Tenebrae
Facfae
Sunt" in Latin. Closing the first
portion of the program they will
sing Fehrmann-Dickinson's "Easter Song."
The Woman's Choir will then
sing Schubert's "The Lord is My
Shepherd," Jacopo Callus' "God
Hath Now Ascended" and Howard
Hansen's "How Excellent Thy
Nc-me."
F o r the third portion of the pro-

gram the Chapel Choir will sing
the final four choruses from "The
Peaceable KingJom" by the contemporary
American composer
Randall Thompson. This work is
a series of eight choruses set to
texts from the prophecy of Isaiah
and inspired by Edward Hicks'
painting of the same name. The
four selections are "The P a p e r
Reeds by the Brooks," "But These
Are They," "Have Ye Not Known,"
and "Ye Shall Have a Song."
The Men l s Choir will sing Darrow's arrangement of Scheldt's
"Oh Savior So Sweet," Tschesnok-

^

off's "May Thy Blessed Spirit
Come Upon Me," and Thompson's
"The Last Words of (David."
In the concluding portion the
Chapel Choir will sing Gretchaninoff's "Holy Radjant Light," and
Juiius Chajes' arrangement of the
Hebrew chant "Song of Galilee"
sung in Hebrew. Next they will
sing the anthem "Hope Thou in
God" .written especially for the
choir by Haydn Morgan of Western
Michigan University. Vaughan William's arrangement of "The Old
Hundredth Psalm Tune" will be
the concluding selection.

4
CHOIR TOUR — Ruth Rikkers and Mary Klein pack in preparation
for the tour east which will begin Monday.
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The Outer World

'Governor of Miss, in Exile'
by Robert Donia
In the last Mississippi gubernatorial election, voters were given
a choice between several candidates in the Democratic primary,
all of whom were segregationists,
and two candidates in the final
election. Unknown to most of the
nation, however, there was another
candidate: Aaron Henry, currently president of the Mississippi division of the NAACP.
Henry, a Negro, had about as
much chance of being elected Governor of Mississippi as Harold
Stassen does of being elected president. There are only 20,000 registered Negro voters in Mississippi,
and the whites in that state are
not particularly noted for their
favorable reaction to Negro candidates. Henry was backed by the
Mississippi Civil Rights organizations, particularly the Council of
Federated Organizations (COFO)
who hoped to get publicity and
sympathy out of the campaign.
The plan was to prove that Mississippi Negroes would vote if they
were given the chance to register.
Polling places were set up in
churches
and
other
buildings
across the state and all Negroes
were urged to come and cast their
vote for the candidate of their
choice.
The campaign was somewhat of
a last minute thought, according
to Civil Rights leaders. It came
at a moment when the Rights
drive in Mississippi was at a st ndstill because Mississippi whites
had outlawed all their other activities. Due to these considerations, Civil Rights leaders were
pleased when 80,000 Negroes turned out and voted almost unanimously for their candidate. A few
whites also came in to vote for

the Negro candidate. (Negro population of Mississippi is about one
million.)
Managers of the campagn maintain that their election is just as
valid, if not more so, than that
held by the state of Mississippi.
Their election, they claim, was
open to everyone, regardless of color, whereas the state election was
not. Civil rights leaders now refer
to the defeated condidate, Mr.
Henry, as the "Governor of Missiissippi in exile."
Leaders had hoped to get some
pubMcity out of the move—they
claim the campaign was newsworthy, and many calls were made
to the national wire services asking for coverage of the campaign
as a part of the Mississippi political situation. In spite of this,
practically nothing ever went into
the papers. It is claimed by some
that there is a news blackout directed aga : nst the Negro movement and some go as far to charge
a consipiracy exists against the
Civil Righters by the gentlemen
of the press.
Of course, COFO is far from
giving up on the point of protest,
elections and a story run by the
DPI a few days ago—an article
the Civil Righters are doubtless
glad to see—announcing that several Negroes a r e running for office this year, including two for
Congress. Henry is quoted as saying, "We intend to chaPenge these
(white) congressmen for their
seats on the floor of Congress
because they cannot be legally
elected wh^re so many Negroes
are deprived of voting."
Plans for this summer inc 1 ude
a delegation of 1.000 Northern col-

CAMPUS MISS
4 6 E. 8th St.
EX 6 - 6 6 1 4

lege students to come down and
work in voter reg.str.tion, stafimg
"freedom schools and freedom
centers." This was tried last summ e r with students from two colleges and worked out qu.te well,
according to COFO officials. Their
reasoning is that if 1,000 college
students from all over the north
a r e being thrown into jail for their
voting activities, local papers will
give pub'icity to their hometown
people. This could result in a
boost in public sympa'hy for the
voter registration drives in the
South.
Such facts as these point out
that the Negro will not long take
the treatment he is now receiving
in the South and that the day is
not far off when he will have
equal rights, at least from a legal
standpoint. Mississippi, strongest
center of segregation in 'he U.S.,
is under great pressure to grant
equal rights to a 1 ! her c i f z e r s .
With the powers in the C:vil Rights
bill, the time will soon come when
the law will protect the Negro's
rights in m a n y areas of life.

a

l
BROTHERS FOUR—Sponsored by Student Senate, the well known
folksinging group will be performing at the Civic Center on Monday,
April 20, at 8 p.m. Tickets will soon go on sale to Hope students for
a lower price of $1.25 for general admission and $1.75 for all reserved seats. Town prices will be $1.40 and $2.00.

Symphonette To Visit California
During Tour over Spring Vacation

Hope To Host
Cnlvin Group
Tomorrow
In keeping with the ecumenical
spirit, a group of students from
the Calvin student government will
arrive on campus tomorrow evening for a series of meetings with
members of Hope's Student Senate. The purpose of the meeting
is to discuss problems which are
common to both campuses and
to establish communication between the two governments.
Meetings will begin with a discussion from 5:00 - 5:45 p.m. in
Snow Auditorium. The subject will
be "The Role of Student Government in Relation to Campus and
Community Minority Groups."
After dinner from 6:00 - 6:45
p.m. in Durfee Hall, the group will
return to Snow Auditorium for a
discussion of "The Role of Student
Government in the Stimulation of
Campus Interest in Domestic and
Foregn Affairs."
At 7:45 p.m. the discussion group
will break up and Calvin students
will attend International Night with
the Hope Students.

Hope College Symphonette, under the direction of Dr. Morrette
Rider, is going west to California
on its tenth annual spring tour.
The Symphonette, composed of
th rty students, will present concerts in Pella, la., San Francisco, Berkeley, Los Angeles, Pomona
and San Diego, Calif.; Phoenix.
Ariz., and Denver, Colo. The students will present a concert at
Disneyland and a concert at the
largest drive-in church — Garden
Grove Community Church.
Appearing with the Symphonette
will be five student solo.sts. Barbara Fisher, senior cello major,
will perform the Adagio movement
from the "Cello Concerto" by
Joseph Haydn.
Sophomore clarinet major and
student of Leroy Martin, David
Mott will be heard in Ernest Krenek's "Suite for Clarinet and String Orchestra," in four movements
— Andante sostenuto. Allegro moderato. Andante and Vivace.
Three violin students of Dr. Rider will be featured in two works.
Joseph Mayne, senior mathematics m a j o r and David Tubergen.
freshman violin major, will play
the Allegro movement from the
"Concerto for Two Violins and

String Orchestra" by Bach. Leslie
Clark, sophomore violin m a j o r ,
will play the Allegro non troppo
movement from the "Concerto No.
3 in B Minor for Violin and Orchestra, Op. 61" by Saint Saens.
The Symphonette will open the
programs with Rossini's "II Signor
Bruschino Overture," followed by
Hovhaness' " P s a l m and Fugue for
String Orchestra."
They will then perform Norman
Dello Joio's "New York Profiles"
Prelude — "The Cloisters," Caprice — "The P a r k , " Chorale Fantasy — "The Tomb," and Festal
Dance — "Little Italy."
Hamilton Harty's arrangement
of Handel's "Suite from the Water
Music" will be next in six movements — Allegro, Air, Bouree,
Hornpipe, Andante espressivo and
Allegro deciso. Concluding the
program will be Glinka's "Kamarinskaia" and Poulenc's "Valse."
The Symphonette, organized by
Dr. Rider in 1955, has played over
200 concerts in 34 states and Canada in the past nine seasons. In
addition to the regular concerts
it has presented children's and
youlh concerts and has made numerous radio and television appearances.

Hope Pi Kappa Delta To Convene
With College Speakers at Grove City

5.98

\¥
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Representatives from Hope will
join other college Pi Kappa Delta
members in the Province-of-theLakes bi-yearly regional convention to be held at Grove City
College, Grove City, P a . beginning
March 22.
Pi Kappa Delta is a national
university and college honorary
forensic society of which Hope is
a member. The Province-of-theLakes stretches from Maine to
Michgan.
During the three-day period the
delegates will participate in contests in extemporaneous speaking,

oratory, debate and after-dinner
speaking.
Representatives from Hope in
debate include John Crozier, Jack
Me.ichar, Sue Radliff, Herb Tillema
and
Barbara Vanderwest.
J a m e s Korf and Delia Rae Kuiper
will speak in oratory; John Crozier and Sue Radliff will speak
extemporaneous'y. Carol Van Lente and Gene Pearson will participate in discussion. Pearson will
also perform in after-dinner speaking. Dr. William Schrier and M.
Harold Mikle will accompany the
group.

BREDEWEG SHOE REPAIRING
We Dye and Repair Shoes
EX 6 - 3 4 2 1
2 3 0 River Avenue

MICHIGAN CLEANERS
Expert Cleaning and Pressing
2 3 0 River Avenue
EX 6 - 3 4 2 1

Service of Tenebrae
Chancel Choir and Soloists
Third Reformed Church
12th and Pine
Palm Sunday — 7:00 p.m.
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Hollanders To Vote on School Tax
by Wayne Groesbeck and Robert Herkner

j
TUTOR — Kathleen Verduin, Junior, tutors third grade chUdren
in a newly initiated program.

Hope Students Tutor Holland Kids
In New Grammar School Program
by Kathleen Verduin
"But why isn't 'right' spelled
like 'kite?' " a small voice inquires in abject confusion. The
Hope student to whom the question
is addressed abruptly wanders
back from the realm of the metaphysical which he felt was the
essence of his College Experience
and wishes he know more about
phonics.
Such situations are becoming increasingly common to a group of
Hopeites who spend half an hour
a week teaching g r a m m a r school
children to read under a newly
organized tutoring program. Now
in operation at St. Francis De Sales
School, the program will soon be
extended to Washington and Lincoln schools, involving ''cultural
enrichment" aspects as well as
academic tutoring.
The program, under the direction of Mr. and Mrs. (David Clark
and Mr. J a m e s Malcolm, grew out
of various discussions held some
four months ago in which students
wondered what they could do to
promote inter-rac ; al and intercultural relationships in the immediate Holland area. Tutoring
children from lower economic
brackets was suggested as a means
of acquainting them w ? th various
cultural benefits accessible in a
col'ege community and increasing
their interest in education in general.
Steering committee members
Hal Huggins, Judy Jensen and
Marjorie Wiegman, accompanied
by Clark, met recently with 20
teachers from Washington and
Lincoln schools to discuss the program, emphasizing the idea that
"college students can be living
symbols to children for making
more real the possibility of a completed education."
"The program developed out of
an awareness that college students
wanted to be involved in the world
around t h e m , " commented Miss
Wiegman.
Students now actively involved in
tutoring are Norma French, Judy
Kollen, Helen Moehl, Sue Shauger,
Susan Spring and Kathleen Verduin.
"We're anxious for the time
when the tutoring can be conducted
on a one to one ratio," said Miss
French. "Inattention is a problem
in the small groups we have now

and I think we could be more effective w'th just one student to
work with."
Prospective projects for the program include a puppet show, a
theater production, athletic events
and field trips.

(Editor's note: One of the many
community issues which have bearing on students in general is the
proposed city school millage tax.
Since it affects community students, members of the campus
community should give the matter
attention and interest.)

quality of Holland public education. Many of Hope's stuuents come
from this immediate area. Furthermore, faculty members a r e becoming increasingly distressed about their children's education. A
few have considered accepting positions elsewhere for this reason.

On Tuesday, March 24, the people
of Holland will for the fourth time
pass judgement on an addition
to local school taxes. This addition
is in the form of "millage," or a
tax of $5.49 per thousand dollars
of assessed property value.
As a result of the rejection of
this proposal on three previous
occasions, cuts have been made in
the local school system in course
offerings, number of teachers and
extracurricular activities. Adoption of the tax could reinstate an
elementary librarian; restore elementary courses in music, art.
physical education and foreign
languages; initiate an adequate
ninth grade science course; and
permit the hiring of more qualified
teachers to reduce the number of
students per class.
It is obvious that this issue is of
vital importance to the community
of Holland; however, Hope College
is also directly effected by the

The present quality of local edu
cation will also make prospective
Hope professors and administrators apprehensive of bringing their
families to Holland and it is vital
to Hope that it constantly improve
the high quality of her staff.
The millage proposal's past rejection is apparently due to several
factors. First, large groups in the
community have their own private
schools. Voting by the premise
that they receive no benefit from
public education, they have consistently defeated the proposal.
The strong opposition of these
groups, coupled with an apparent
a p j t h y on the part of the general
population, accounts for the fact
that only 39% of those who voted
on the last proposal actually had
children in Holland public schools.
Some persons in the community
are also arbitrarily opposed to
higher taxes. Millage is one of the
very few taxes they can refuse to

Today, education at all levels
is vital to a community's well-being
and a nation's security. The people
of Holland, including the stuuents
of Hope College, a r e 'being hurt by
the condition of the local public
school system. The adoption of the
muliage proposal next Tuesday
wouid be a m a j o r step toward the
correcLor a' this situation.

Science Duality Presented at Conference
by Dennis Sturgis
(Editor's note: This is the
third article in a four part
series dealing with the IRC
conference held at Michigan
State University.)
Science has become our master
as well as servant in international
affairs, Andrew W. Cordier, the
dean of the graduate school of international affairs at Columbia
University stated in the final lecture of the "Winds of Change in
the Emerging Nations" seminar.
Cordier was the executive assistant to the Secretary-General of
the United Nations from 1946 to
August 1961. From the latter date
to February 1962 he served as
Under-Secretary in charge of General Assembly and Related Affairs.
More recently, Cordier was the
special representative of the Secretary-General in the Congo in
1960.
"There has been a transformation of time and space because of
science, technology and advanced
communications," Cordier said.
"We are becoming knowledgeable
of things at the time that they
happen. By this significant advance in world-wide awareness
we have becoome more involved
in world affairs."
"We no longer have the capacity
for isolation that we once had.
We're in the world as part of it."
This has forced a new concept of
v/orld politics upon the United
States, Cordier stated.
"However, the impact of science
has been both negative and positive," he continued.
Among positive contributions he
numbered the tremendous advance
in transportation and the ability to
raise standards of living to a significant extent.
"We now see the world a s pos-

SCA To Hear Malcolm on March 24;

sessing unlimited wealth and the
means of harvesting it," Cordier
explained. "Correlated with this
has been a rising level of expectation and demands."
Cordier advanced the threat to
life on earth as the major negative
factor produced by science.
"The competition in thermo
nuciear a r m s has made it possible
for both the United States and Russia to kill everybody on earth many
times over," he said. "Unless we
make some progress in disarmament, the a r m s race will continue
with new nations entering the competition."
Cordier gave an example of the
contradictory nature of today's
world by noting the events of a
particular day a few years ago.
The day that Dag Hammarskjold
received the Nobel Prize for peace,
he said, was the same day that the
world's largest thermo - nuciear
explosion took place in northern
Siberia.
In spite of all the negative factors, Cordier continued, it is necessary to emphasize the positive
contributions of science. The style
and methods of diplomacy have
changed in recent years, Cordier
stated.
"This is a reflection of the present fluid world," he said. "Diplomacy is now considered a continued

Senior Dave Dunn led the meeting, proposing improvements and
directing discussion f r o m the floor.
A constitutional committee was
established and another committee
was set up to direct a student work
day at the City Mission.
Other suggestions were to increase the student involvement in
an improvement of the Chapel system and to create more "small
groups" in the dorms.
Another open meeting of SCA
will be held within the next week.
More information will be available
in the daily bulletin.

process. INo longer does a diplomat
gloat over a diplomatic victory.
They try to avoid humiliation of
the other country and want to
avoid press.ng the point.
"A show of force will alienate
the country," Cordier continued.
"It will be isolated by the other
countries by turning then against
it. In the end it will have achieved
the reverse of what it intended
through the use of force."
The world in the main feels that
the Americans are a well-meaning
people, he noted.
"But we often scratch where it
doesn't itch," he explained. "Our
programs are often misdirected."
Contrary to the usual impression
of under-developed countries begging for aid, Cordier said, many
heads of government have said
that it is impossible for them to
accept aid because it carries with
it humiliation of the recipient
country.

Thrte coeds working in Europe

EUROPEAN
JOBS

The trend among students
is to work in Europe during
the summer. Thousands of
jobs (e.g. resort, lifeguarding and o f f i c e work) and
travel granta are available
to every registered student.
Some wages are as high as
$400 a month. For a complete prospectus, job and
travel grant applications, a
$1 ASIS book coupon and
h a n d l i n g and a i r m a i l
charges send $1 to Dept. M,
American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la
Lib. ..e, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxei»bourg.

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY
PORTRAITS — PICTURE FRAMES — CAMERAS
PROJECTORS — FILMS — PHOTO FINISHING

We Give S&H Green Stomps
7 West 8th Street

Phone

2-3664

PLACE

HOIY WEEK IN HOPE CHURCH

DU SAAR
PHOTO and GIFT
SHOP
Holland, Mich. EX 2 - 2 2 3 0
Everything Phofographlc

Religious Drama To Be Discussed
J a m e s Malcolm, speech instructor, will speak on contemporary religious d r a m a at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday in Winants Auditorum.
Sponsored by the Student Christian Association, the meeting is
open to all interested people.
Malcolm, new to Hope this year,
received a Master in Sacred Theology degree from Union Seminary,
•New York City, for his study in
religious d r a m a .
At its open meeting Monday night
SCA decided to make m a j o r reorganization and greater all-campus student involvement its goals
for the rest of the year.

pay and they take advantage of
the opportunity.
A th.rd group opposing millage
is attempting to make a protest
against the administrators of the
local school system, which seems
to be the wrong way to m a k e such
a protest. First, only 3% of the
school budget goes for administ r a t v e ialaries, so Holland students are hurt far more by the rejection of millage than are the
administrators. Second, the way
to remove unsatisfactory administrators is to vote or petition them
out of office, not to vote the school
system into bankruptcy.

Palm Sunday Worship Sen-ices at 9:30. and 11:00 a.m.
School of Christian Living at 6:45 p.m. on Sunday.
The film 'The Captive" will be shown.
Maundy Thursday Service of Holy Communion and
Tenebrae at 7:45 p.m.

From the Minister's Notebook:
Published weekly of the college
year except vacation, holiday and
examination periods by and for
the students of Hope College, Holland, Mich., under the authority
of the Student Senate Publications
Board.
Entered as second class matter
at the post office of Holland,
Michigan, at the special rate of
postage provided for in section
1103 of Act of 'Congress, Oct., 3,
1917, and authorized Oct. 19,
1918.

T m kin to these Jews, and they frighten me. Talk
about their being Christ-killers is all rot. You can't
get rid of the guilt that easily. It's the human heart
that drives nails into the hands and feet of God:
your heart and mine. It's eternity that is ^placard on
that cross; while time seems just to march on in front
of it! —each generation giving a blow."

HOPE CHURCH
7 7 W . 11th Street
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Kollen Earns Scholarship

Students Honored on Deans List

To Clarkson College in N.Y.

The following students were recently honored by being placed on
the Dean's List. To qualify for the
List a student must maintain a
3.0 average.
A
Roger Abel, Ardith Albers, Eveyln Albers, John Albracht, Arlene Anderson, David Anderson,
Phyllis Anderson, Robert Anderson,
Janice Arendsen, Neil Atkinson,
Leo M. Arthur
Danny Bao, Emily Bardolph,
Francis Barron, Paul Bast, Ingeborg Bauer, Alison Beck, Hope
Beckering, Arlene Beimers, Richard Bennink, Darlene Bentz, Maryanne Beukelman, Judith Beukema,
Anne Blocksma, Janet Blom, Kar
en Blum, Sharon-Lee Blum, J a m e s
Boeringa, Carol Boersma, Ervin
Bolks, Nancy Bonjernoor, Carol
Bonthuis, Ellen Borger, Linda
Borgman, Randall Bos, William
Bouma, Carl Brandt, Henry Bre
ederland, Lois Breederland, Mary
Bridger, J a m e s Brink, Larry Bros
seit, Bernard Brower, Lesley Bro
wer, Leslie Bruggemyer, Barbara
Bruggers, Albert Brunsting, Maigaret Bundschuh, Sharon Burril,
Michael Bush, Richard Busman,
John Buteyn, Christian Buys, Peggy Buteyn
Sandra Cady, Martha Campbell,
Alan Carter, William Cathcart.
Edward Chang, Judy Christensen.
Lorna Claerbout, Alan Cole, Nan-

Persistance in getting a col ege
degree "paid off" today for Wendell Kollen, a part-time student at
Hope College since 1953, who was
notified that he had been awarded
a graduate tuition scholarship and
a National Defense Education Act
Fellowship from Clarkson College
of Technology, Potsdam, N.Y.

Kollen is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Harvey Kollen of R.R. 3,
Holand. He and his wife, the former Gayle Bouwman, live at 94
West 38th St. in Holland. Their
children are aged 2, 6, and 8.

A Holland student and father of
three. Kollen has been working
full-time as a television engineer
for a Grand Rapids television station (WZZM) at night while attending classes and laboratories at
Hope during the day.
"There have been nights when
I had to study after getting home
at 3 a . m . " Kollen said. "It was
a long haul but I'm finally making it."
Kollen's scholarship covers tuition and fees for one academic
year including the summer session, while his NDEA Fellowship
carries a three-year stipend of
$6600 plus $400 per year for each
dependent.
A physics major, Kollen plans
to work toward a Ph.D. in physics
and eventually hopes to teach the
subject.

WENDELL KOLLEN

cy Cole, Douglas Collins, Douglas
Cook, Jack Cook, John Cox, William Church.
John Daane, Carol Dalebout.
Elizabeth Davies, Sandra Daviou,
Linda Davis, Ruth DeBoer, Karen
Deike, Arlene Deitz, Ellen De
Jonge, Barbara Dekema, Ted De
Long, Conrad De Master, Dean
De Master, Don De Master, Steven De Pree, Jack Derks, David
De Visser, James De Vries, Diane
De Witt, Linda De Witt, Robert
De Young, William De Young,
Laura Dick, Richard Dickson,
Betty Dietch, Robert Donia, Leonard Dorey, Marcia Dozeman, John
Dryfhout, Calvin Dykstra, Linda
Dykstra, Pamela Dykstra, Thomas
Dykstra
E
Paul Eenigenburg, Susan Eenigenbrug, John Elve, Patricia E.
Elzerman, Richard Elzinga, Frederick Emerson, John E m m e r t ,
Nancy Erickson, Thomas Ewart
Floyd F a r m e r , Richard Feldman, Carole Fields, Anna Marie
Fischer, Joyce Flipse, Margaret
Force, Patricia Francis, Barbara
Freggens, Gail Fridlington, Jeanne
Frissel, Richard Frontjes, Adel
Fitz, Barbara Fisher,
Patricia Gabbey, Louise Garter.
Lee Gerard, John Gezon, Bruce
Gibbons. Gary Gilmore, Janet
Glass, Patricia Gleichmann, Bruce
Goodwin, Marjorie Gouwens, Al-

BETWEEN
OUTER SPACE

fred Grams, Barbara Granberg,
Dennis Greiffendorf, Wayne Groesbeck. Elaine Gentry
Mary Hakken. Frances Hala,
Mary Handlogten, Philip Harmelink. Kathleen Harrison, John Hartgerink. Ronald Hartgerink. Larry
Haverkamp, J a m e s Hawkins, Jo
Ann Heeren. Rosemary Hekman,
Lloyd Helder. Marsha Hendricks.
Bruce Hepburn. Nancy Herbig,
Robert Herkner, Sandra Herrick,
Paul Hesselink, Janet Hine, Georgia Hinzmann, Robert Hoag, Herman Hoeksema, Marilyn Jean Hoffman, Marlene Hoffman, Helen
Hoffmyer, Charles Holleman, Curtis Holleman. David Hollenbach,
Ellen Hollinger, Louise Horstman,
Barbara Hoskins, John Hostetter.
Doris Houck, Alverna Hovingh,
Kenneth Hovingh, J a m e s Howell,
George Hubbard, Lois Hu sjen,
George Hungerford, Edward Huntingdon, Richard Hyler, Mary
Huizen, Sharon Holleman
J
Rooert William Jackson. Barbara Jacob, Jerome J a n s m a , Ellen
Jefferies, John Jefferies, Anita
Joeckel. Earl Johnson. Diane Joldersma, Phyllis Jones, Jacquel.ne
Joseph, Ellis Julien
Taibi Kahler, Linda Kaylor, Gerald Keel, Jo Anne Kemink, Joan
Kennedy, John Killmaster, Donald
Killmer, J a m e s Klein, John Klein,
Mary Kle^n, Ruth Kleinheksel,
Judith Kleis, Ann Knudsen, Milicent Koeman, Judith Kohen, Sally
Kooistra, Velma Korf, Arloa Kort.
Gailerd Korver, Dale Kraai, Joyce
Kraak, Lynn Kraemer, Roger
Kroodsma, Virginia Kryger, Delia
Rae Kuiper, Esther Kuiper
Norma LaFleur, Anna Lam,
J a m e s Lampen, Karen Lamphere,
David Lane, Gloria Langstraat,
Robert Lanting, Donna Leech,
Thelma Leenhouts, Robert Lootens,
James Lucas, Linda Lucas, Carolyn Lin
(To be continued)

Hope Orators
To Compete
At UofM

AND THE DEEP SEA
r . ^ r '-

»

THERE'S A WIDE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITY
IN THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
To outer space and into the deep sea, we take the sum
total of our scientific and managerial knowledge. A case
in point is Telstar, which represents the first step toward
a worldwide communications system. Another example,
the new deep-sea amplifier that simultaneously transmits
two-way messages. Both communications triumphs stem
from Bell System planning, research and development.
Such trailblazing projects command the best of
managerial and scientific talent. That's why you'll find,
throughout the Bell System, men with college training as
diverse as the responsibilities they shoulder. Their backgrounds run the gamut from liberal arts and business
courses to science or specialized engineering majors.

Admittedly, the work is demanding. It requires that
unusual caliber of man who finds a greater satisfaction in
challenge than in ready solution... who is eager to see his
education yield dividends... who wants an immediate
opportunity for leadership.
Men with this kind of impatience will discover the
stimulation, welcome and rewards they seek in the telephone business.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

Orators Delia Rae Kuiper and
James Korf and extemporary
speakers Carol Van Lente and
Peter Paulsen will compete in the
annual State Intercollegiate Peace
Oratory
and
Extemporaneous
Speaking Contests at the University of Michigan tonight and tomorrow.
Speaking on the topic, "So You're
an American, Aren't You?" Miss
Kuiper will compete in the women's division of the Peace Oratorical Contest. In the men's division
Korf will speak on, "And Old Hate
Walked On Through Time."
In the Peace Extempore contest,
Carol Van Lente and Peter Paulsen will draw a topic from the two
general areas of Poverty, Population and Peace, and Chinese Expansion and World Peace.
Final speeches of the contestants will be taped and entered in
the national competition by a
Board of Judges of the Intercollegiate Peace Association. Paul Swets,
now in his first year at Western
Seminary, won the State Peace
Contest last year with his oration,
"Bootstraps and Moonshots," and
has received word that he has won
honorable mention in the national
competition.
Delia Kuiper and J a m e s Korf
appeared last evening at the Methodist Men's Club of First Methodist Church in Holland where they
gave their orations. Mrs. Carol
Kramer gave an oration which she
had delivered at the Holland Rotary Club March 5 with Delia Kuiper and Thelma Leenhouts. Jacob
Ngwa and Thelma Leenhouts, who
won 1st and 2nd place, respectively in the Oratory Contest of Michigan Intercollegiate Speech League.
March 6, also spoke.

WE NEED YOUR HEAD IN
OUR BUSINESS .
POST'S BARBER SHOP
Tliree Borben

Two blocks south of chapel.
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BEATLES? — Hope's own group of swinging singers, Dr. Calvin
VanderWerf, Dr. Arthur (Ringo) Jentz, Dr. Lars Granberg and Mr.
James Malcolm (Yeah, Yeah, Yeah) warbled forth as the faculty
entertained at the Sing.

WINNERS — Cosmopolitan fraternity, led by Daniel Ogden, captured first place in the All-College
Sing with a rendition of "Kentucky Babe."

Greek Week
by Carole Tlmkovich
Phi Kappa Alpha
Following a very successful rush
program that was conducted by
Bruce Neckers and Larry Lemmenes, the Cosmos welcome their
new pledges Ken Teusink, Chuck
Walvoord. Tom Grizzen, Brad
Race. George Bos worth, Chuck
Burt, Tom Cook, Bruce Reichard,
Bill Coons, and Jim Moorid. Also
i n ^ u d e d are Rog Nietering, Brad
Klow. Jim De Schmidt, Ron Matthews, Jack Hill, Mike Bush, and
Rog Dietch.
Special thanks are extended to
Dan Ogden for his excellent leadership that brought home a victory
in the All-College Sing.
Delta Phi
VICTORS — Delphi sorority, led by Arlene Deitz, sang its way to victory with "It's a Big, Wide, WonTonight Delphi's will meet with
derful World."
members of Sigma Sigma for the
annual Spring Tea, under the cochairmanship of Sorosite Louise
Garter and Delphi Marg Diephuis.
Preparations are under way.
way. First chance to meet the
rushees is tomorrow morning at
by Dr. Albert Hunold
week by the .Associated Press, 1
What does this m e a n ? Obviously
the opening coffee. Co-cha : rmen of
come to the conclusion that I could
that socialism and all the like has
rush this year are Pat Dekker.
(Editor's note: In the March 6
underwrite everything that Goldbecome the monopoly of Europe
Arlene Deitz and Phyllis Anderissue of the anchor a letter from
water
said,
while
I
was
not
parand
has
never
crossed
the
Atlantic.
son.
John Dryfhout about Dr. Albert
ticularly pleased by what RockIn order to study this closer, one
Hunold was printed. In a letter to
Delphi's extend congratulations
efeller said to topics which seem
has to know more about the meanthe anchor Dr. Hunold replies to
to their Cosmo brothers on their
to be of greatest importance not
ing of socialism, because socialDryfhout and states his own poSing victory! A special thanks to
only
for
the
US
but
for
the
F
r
e
e
ism has changed its clothes several
litical views.)
Arlene Dietz on her directing and
World at large.
times. Nationalization was never
In the same issue of anchor in
to Louise Voorhorst and Roses
2.) I am far f r o m holding the
a goal for Victorian socialists and
which you have made such an acHekman for their fine accompaniview
that
the
US
should
subsidize
has last its ground especially in
curate report of my lectures open
ment.
the declining economy of West
Germany, owing to the tremendto the public, I found a letter to
Best wishes to Delphi Roses HekVirginia and Kentucky. On the
ous success of the market econthe editor from the pen of John
man, pinned to Bob Hetler of Alcontrary, 1 have pointed out very
omy.
Dryfhout. I feel compelled to m a k e
bion College.
^7
clearly
that
I
share
the
view
in
But what about the power of the
the following remarks, in order to
Kappa Delta Chi
the Editorial of Fortune, Febraury
Trade Unions? What about Welprevent any misunderstandings:
Last Friday, Kappa Chi was
1964, in which President Johnson's
fare Stateism? What about exorb1.) I never made any r e m a r k s
host to Rev. Jentz. He spoke inInauguration address was criticiitant fiscalism? Are they not all
neither in my lectures nor in the
formally on the subject, "live
zed. I do stand for federal help in
undermining our f r e e enterprise
shorter addresses about the Amerlife as you mean it."
the direction of training courses
system, the economic system of
ican political scene and tried to
Kappa Chi extends thanks to
for the individuals in these areas,
our Free World?
confine myself to the topic chosen.
Betty Dietch, sing direc f or and to
under the condition that this help
If I look at the American scene 1 Evonne Taylor, accompanist, for
However, when in the discussion I
is
given
not
directly
from
Washingcome
to the conclusion that the
have been asked about such "hot
their expert musical leadership.
ton
to
these
individuals
but
through
of business by these
hampering
iron" I made no secret as to what
Now Kappa Chi is engaged in rush
the local and state governments.
new collect!vist's inventions is in
my position was. I am what we
activities; their theme for Spring
3.) I was amazed to read the
the US even greater than in most
call in Europe a "neoliberal" which
rush is "Imipressions."
following passage in the above
European countries. Which US pocorresponds in the USA to, conserSJgma Sigma
mentioned
letter
to
the
editor:
litical
party
had
been
sponsoring
vatism.
Deep thanks and appreciation
"We a r e Republicans and Demothese ideas in the last 30 years if
I have been several years in
from all Sorosi^es go to Sing direccrats, they (the Europeans) are
not the Democratic party? Can this
close contact with Russel Kirk
tor Arlene Arends.
Socialists,
Laborites,
Communists,
party be called "bourgeois" in
whom I have invited to lecture at
Last Friday evening Sigma SigChristian
Democrats,
People's
the classical sense of this word?
our Institute and whose "Conserma held its annual progressive
P a r t y and on and on. Thus there
And isn't it so that we can watch
vative Mind" has been published
dinner, at which the following
daily by the outflow of gold wheis
difficulty
in
crossinterpretations
in German by my publisher. After
Spring t e r m officers were elected:
of trying to see our problems in
ther the economic policy is in conhaving read very carefully the
Norie Vanden Berg, president;
the light of European politics and
formity with a f r e e competitive
answers of Barry Goldwater and
Sharon Tein, vicp-pres : dent: Audthose f r o m the US (simplified) in
order?
Nelson Rockefeller to a list of
rie Prins, secretary. Nancy BonI am convinced that from the
the European political forum."
questions submitted to them last
jernoor remains treasurer — with
very moment the US changes its
no treasury.
economic policy and does what
Best wishes to Carla Reidsma.
Germany has done in 1948, this will
pinned to Bruc* Massel'*>k (Arkie),
stop immediately the outflow of
and to Nina Bossenbroek. pinned
gold and give the US the old repto Charles Menning (Arkie).
utation of being the leader of free
Omicron Kappa Epsilon
enterprise.
After completeing a successful
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING
I stand for this sort of social
rush program, the men of Fra f erphilosophy and if I shall be clasnal would like to announce the'r
Free Pickup and Delivery To All Dorms And
sified, what seems to .be the connew pledges: Robert Lootens, Bud
Fraternity Houses
sequence of the above mentioned
Timmer. Ron Bowman, Menno Sytletter to the anchor, as a "rightsma, Bill Klerk, Paul Johnson,
DAILY PICKUP and DELIVERY
ist" or even a "reactionary," this
Randy Bachman, Arthur Pearson,
reminds me of the saying of a
Ron Kronemeyer, Craig Workman,
AT KOLLEN HALL — 5:30 P.M.
French philosopher: "On est toujPhil Rowerdink, Adrian Slickers,
ours le reactionnaire de quel- Lance Stell, Eric Fa'r, Thomas
9 7 East 8th Street
Phone EX 2-3625
qu'un!"
Ming, Jerry Zwart, Charles Lange-

Dr. Hunold Gives Political Views

MODEL LAUNDRY

land, Frank Remmelsberger, Terry Sheffield, Dennis Ohm, Gary
Garwood, John Huisman and John
Buys.
At the last business meeting
new officers were elected. They
are: John Hoekstra, president;
Fred
Wezeman,
vice-president;
Jim Flagg, recording secretary;
John Meengs, corresponding secretary; Ken Walz, treasurer; Bill
Fuge, keeper of the archives. Appointed to position of sergeantat-arms was Tom De Ku : per, and
to parlimentarian, Cal Poppink.
Jim Staple was elected new IFC
representative.
Chi Phi Sigma
The men of Chi Phi Sigma welcome the.r new pledges; Doug Berens. Bob Bosman, Don Campbell,
Larry DeBoer, Bob Donia, Glenn
Gouwens, Bill Hannaford, Harvey
Lucas, Norm Madsen, Chuck Marschke, Wes Michaelson, Randy Miller, John Mulder, Bill Nicholson,
Tom Ogren, Gary Peiper, Dave
Piet, Chuck Postma, Jeff Powell,
Bob Schroeder, Paul Terpstra,
Tod Van Dam, Fred Van Lente,
Carl Van Wyk, Jeff Waldron, Dirk
Walvoord. Dennie Weever, Brad
Welton, and Ken Zui'hoff. Best
wishes to Bruce Masselink and
Carla Reidsma 'Sorosite) on their
pinning.
Alpha Gamma Phi
Alpha Phi installed their Spring
officers Friday evening. They are
as follows: Alison Beck, president;
Linda Selander, vice-president; Carol Bertelsen, secretary; Judy
Grabinski, parliamentarian; and
Anita Awad, sergeant-at-arms.
The "Roaring Twenties" will be
A'pha Phi's theme for spring rush,
under chairmen Prudy Smith and
Linda Tiezzi.
Alpha Phi extends its congratulations to Delta Phi for a well-done
job at the Sing.
Kappa Eta Nu
The Knicks recently held their
formal, "Wonderland by Night,"
at Carousel Mountain. Thanks a r e
extended to the chaperones and to
everyone who had a part in making the evening a great success.
Congratulations are extended to
Mr. Greij, who recently became
an honorary Knick. Deepest thanks
to Bob Barrows, accompanist for
the Knicks in the All-College Sing;
his excellent assistance made the
evening a success.
Congratulations to Hal Hostetter
and Barbara Freggens, (Sib), and
to Bob Reynen and Sue Carhart
(Baldwin Wallace College), recently pinned.
Kappa Beta Phi
The Dorians extend a s : ncere
thank you to Ann Collins, Sing
director, and to Janet Glass, accompanist.
A very successful Ice Cream
Social was the highlight of the
week. Friday night finds the Dorians making last nrnute rush
plans in order to welcome the
rushees Saturday morning.
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Updike Reveals Agony of Man
by David Clark

i

'LIVING ROOM* — Jennifer McGilvray, Sue Radliff, John Melichar
and B. J. Berghorst will perform tonight and tomorrow in the P A M
production of Graham Greene's play.
by Carole Tlmkoylch
of a central protagonist, "The
Living Room" presents a challenge
Editor's note: "The Living
Room," directed by David
in staging. But a tension and careful interaction is achieved in its
Karsten, opened last night In
the Little Theatre and will run
presentation. There is a unity
which must be credited to actors
tonight and tommorrow evening.
who play off each other and to a
"The Living Room" is on the
director who m a d e the play come
third floor of the Browne home.
alive.
It used to be a day-nursery, we
are told, but the elderly Misses
Browne are silent when pressed for
explanations as to why all the bedrooms are closed or why, "only
the kitchen is in the place you'd
expect."
Playwright Graham Greene pulls
out all the stops as he pads his
script. Melodramatic suicides and
near-misses at suicide, the neurby Henry
otic wife as third corner of the
nevitable love triangle, the Victorian spinster never admitting
(Laurence Olivier'si interpretashe goes to the bathroom, the psytion and film production of Shake*
chologist and the priest who spout
speare's tragedy, "Richard HI"
professional platitudes but canwas shown at the Park Theatre
not cope with their own problems
last Monday as part of its art
combine in a not too sturdy vehicle
film series.
for seven fine actors. These actors
Dr. ten Hoor Is associate proalone deserve whatever laurels
fessor of English on the Hope
may be proffered for Greene's faculty.)
"Living Room."
Two impressions remain most
vivid
after a viewing of Olivier's
Kathy Lenel, as Rose, runs the
"Richard III." One is the versatile
gamut of emotional experience,
from naive schoolgirl to the fallen diabolism of Richard, whose limitless depravity frequently evokes
woman who seeks only to be one of
"God's happy failures." She of- appreciative chuckles from the
audience: the other is the colorful
fers a convincing interpretation of
pageantry obviously taking its cue
an otherwise unconvincing and perfrom Renaissance art.
haps melodramatic role.
In creating these impressions
John Melichar^ gives a forceful
Olivier is faithful to the Elizabeportrayal of Michael Dennis, the
45-year-old psychologist at once than tastes which the play originally, meant to satisfy. For if Eliassured in his professional role
zabethans demanded anything of
and ineffectual in controlling his
private life.
their drama it was the colorful
Sue Radliff, playing Teresa, the
spectacle and the story of a person
elder of the sisters Browne, is c a u S h t i n . t h e ^rip of powerful
beautifully and whimsically flighty, passion. Richard certainly fulfills
Whether as self-appointed guardsecond requirement. The look
ian of her sister's chair or sickly
baleful jealousy with which he
pawn in that same sister's hands.
introduced at the coronation
Teresa is the inhabitant of a living
Edward tells the audience
room which becomes again a day
h e r e ' unmistakably, is a man
nursery to this childlike innocent,
lusting for power.
Jennifer McGilvray. opposite her • No plot, subterfuge, or act of
in the role of Helen, offers a strikhypocrisy is beneath him, and he
ing portrayal of a stiff-necked, is willing to justify himself by
strait-laced spinster who in one
the most obvious sophistry. Olibreath condemns MORTAL SIN
vier plays to the hilt the sinister
and in another presents the Flopsy
Machiavellian and the Old Vice of
Bunnies as if they were a vital part
the morality plays. The pageantry
of Church dogma. So convincing
allowed by the film medium suris her enactment of the dominatpasses anything that Shakespeare
ing sister that one is unsure whecould have projected for his Globe
ther her almost regal bearing is
stage.
"Richard III" is a play with
a result of aged bones or her m a n
several
weaknesses. Some of these
ipulative power within the houseOlivier has overcome; others he
hold.
B. J. Berghorst, as James, the
has been unable to avoid. Richard's
crippled priest living with his sismotivation for his extravagant villainy never proves quite adeters, subtly but masterfully conquate. His manipulation of Anne
trols his wheel-chair role. Certainis never quite convincing despite
ly a challenge even for an actor
Olivier's recognition of the diffiwho has done Caligula, the part
culty of the scene and his division
of J a m e s becomes in B. J.'s hands
a jewel. He is the father-confessor of the original into two separate
episodes. A similar scene with
to those outside the family and the
Elizabeth Olivier has out entirely,
defeated but perceptive realist who
no doubt recognizing its psychomust deftly handle two erratic
logical weakness.
spinsters.
The complicated relationships
Julie Blough, in the role of Mrs.
Dennis, a nervous and neurotic
between the characters, usual in
wife, plays the p a r t ably and with
the chronicle play, Olivier has
scathing exactness. She becomes
tried to clarify but with only modthe b'tter, revengeful woman who
erate success. The initial inauguseeks to destroy others when she
ration scene, not inc!uded in the
is destroyed by acknowledging a
original play, attempts to establish a background for Richard's
dead marriage. And Mary Hakken,
in her first production, capably
first soliloquy and to provide an
handles the role of Mary, the strictunderstandable point of • attack,
ly nine-to-five maid.
It is a superbly dramatic beginMerely because it lacks the unity
(continued on page 8)

("The Centaur," by John Updike,
was published by Alfred A. Knopf.
This week the novel received the
National Book Award, most coeted literary award in the United
States.
Mr. Clark, who last semester
reviewed Ui*Wre>
Ron,"
is ol Hope's history faculty.)
"It must be ternoie to know
so much."
A pause.
"It is," my father said. "It's
hell."
The particular knowledge this
dialogue refers to concerns the
accidental discovery by George
Caldwell, a worn-out high school
teacher, that the school principal
is having an affair with a member
of the school-aboard.
George Caldwell is afraid that
Zimmerman, the principal, will
now carry through with his cruel
game of making Caldwell live in
fear of dismissal. Zimmerman's
arbitrary and manipulative use of

his power has played an important
part in turning Caldwell into a
hypochondriac with a defeatist at
titude towards life. A born teacher,
whose blustering and uninhibited
personality makes students admire
him as well as mock him, Caldwell is now limping through life
without a sense of purpose.
When "The Centaur" begins,
Caldwell is literally limping. A
student has shot an arrow through
his leg. In this way, Updike makes
clear that the novel is to be read
on two levels. The arrow in Caldwell's leg reminds us of Chiron,
"noblest of all the Centaurs (who
are half hors and half man), who
was wandering the world in agony
from a wound that he had receive i
by strange mischance, ever tormented with the hurt and never to
be healed, the immortal Centaur
longed for death, and begged that
he might -be accepted as an atonement for Prometheus."
As in his other books, Updiki

Color, Personality Dominate Film
ten Hoor

ning, but it explains very little to
the un'utored spectator.

so a foreboding of how the princes in the Tower will die.

In Shakespeare's version of the
play much of the plot, at least
initially, is narrated by Richard,
who must keep the audience informed of the relevance of his
newest plot. Olivier dramatizes
much of what Shakespeare merely
narra f es, efficiently and effectively. by means of shadows, pantomime, and eavesdropping at windows. The last device is perhaps
somewhat overused.
Oliver adds some especially ori^ n a l touches. The bit of stage business in which Richard smothers
Tyrrell with a pillow is not only
melodramatically shocking but al-

The use of the crown symbolism
has the effect of emphasizing the
political theme of the .play and
of unifying the action. The "falling crown" is associated with
Richard and his tyranny from the
time the page drops his coronet
until Stanley retrieves the crown
from under a shrub. The elevated
crown, with which ^he picture begins and ends symbolizes the poli f ical stability which attends the
proper exercise of royal power.
The Christian symbolism which
pervades the film is almost ali
of Olivier's invention. The liturgy
of the coronation scenes, the cru-

proves himself one of our most
accomplished literary craftsmen in
his ability to make a slice of ordinary life throb with realism and
interest. "The Centaur" can be
read simply on the level of naturalistic story-telling about four days
in the life of an ordinary smalltown school teacher. But most
readers will not be able to resist
reading the story on the mythological level as well. Since the myth
of Chiron is not a familiar one,
most readers will have to check
in "Bulfinch's Mythology" for the
details beyond those Updike supplies.
Obviously, there is special purpose behind Updike's choice of the
Chiron myth, rather than a more
fam lar myth, to use in his novel
about a life being offered for others. Most obviously, Updike has
avoided allusions to a Christ figure in his story about atonement. Caldwell is no lamb-like
ascetic going silently to the slaughter. He talks endlessly about his
self-pity, his imaginary cancer,
his wasted life. Twice, Updike uses scenes of a car-breakdown in
order to show how quickly Caldwell becomes fatalistic and interprets every frustration as part of
cosmic injustice.
Some will jump to the conclusion
that Updike's rejection of Christimagery in his novel about atonement means that he 'is and Christian and is affirming a kind
of neo-pagan cynicism endemic to
our age. I do not think so. Rather,
I suspect that Updike avoids making his atonement-seeking hero, a
Christian-figure in order to avoid
the sub-Christian assumption that
a human can atone in the way
Christ did.
The title-page of "The Centaur"
gives a quotation from Karl Barth
which concludes: Man "is the
creature on the boundary between
heaven and e a r t h . " It is precisely
Updike's theological sophistication
that makes him avoid the tradition
al kind of Christ-imagery which so
oftens leads to an idealization of
the heavenly side of a hero, and the
minimizing of a hero's earthly side,
(continued on page 8)

The Sand Piper

Truth and Pipers
by Donald Kardux
It all started when I was at my
typewriter trying to decide what
I was going to tell you this week.
Trying to decide whether to line
you up against the brick wall of
chastisement and shoot arrows
dipped into the poison of ultimate
truth and let them fly into your
body until you moved no more or
to stand you on the dais of contentment pouring the fine oil of
praise over your head and showering your feet with garlands of
white roses (a traditional symbol
for purity) until you rested in
satisfaction of a battle well won.
I wanted to add to the knowledge
of man, to enlighten you, to cleanse
you, to help make you better people. Oh, the glory of my purpose
made by heart beat faster and
my palms a little sticky.
Not just any words would do.
The deep truths that I felt you
must learn and appreciate could
not be communicated by just any
symbols. The symbols like my purpose had to be of such quality
that you. Dear Reader, would be
elevated to heights of noble action
spreading truth throughout the
world as you traveled.
I took a look at myself and tried
to determine my qualifications for
communication. What seemed to
be the answer appeared suddenly
in the mirror before me. I had a

beard, so I could sing folk songs
which I would reproduce in this
column. My beard would lend ethnic quality. However, upon deep reflection I realized that there were
three things that would stop me.
I didn't have a bucket and I needed
one in which to carry the tune.
Sense of rhythem is not hereditary
in our family and my guitar has
three broken strings and a lesson
book with only the first page used.
It is also true that folk singing
lends itself to simple things and
as a true intellect I realized that
the truth is never simple.
Satire was m y next consideration
for communication of the truth.
Truth can be pointed by attacking
its opposite. However since my
column against children I have
found that I harbor a great f e a r
of attacking anything. Like most
writers I enjoy throwing barbs but
not receiving them. So satire was
out.
Stories told to children are an
effective means of bringing out
a truth. A short story in place of
a column might m a k e this paper
more literary but I have decided
to stay away from anything which
suggests fiction. Fiction as all
great thinkers know, is something
which is not true.
It was silly to attempt to find
a method of communicating the

truth when I didn't know which
truth I would present.
So I went out and looked for the
truth. I went to a college classroom. The truth was presented in
all its complexity. In fact, it was
so complex that I could not understand it and, like the rest of the
students, had to accept the teacher's word for it and how could I
tell you what I don't understand
myself.
I read many books which said
they held the truth but they did
not all agree and I was no better
off.
When I started out I wanted to
give you the truth; I wanted to
present the answer with which you
could face and conquer life. I wanted to stand on the top of Mount
Olympus and hurl thunderbolts of
realization into your hearts, but I
found that this was impossible.
In utter dejection I went to the
beach to think. It was raining
softly and I could hear the familiar sound of the waves gently lapping the shore. The ice had finally
melted. Winter was over. Today
it is Spring.
It will be a beautiful Spring and
I will be like the Sandpiper darting along the shore hunting for
delicious grubs. . . .not ultimate
truth. . . .just little g r u b s . . . .(Dear
Reader. . . . I hope you like grubs.

f
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Responsible letters, regardless
of opinion, are welcomed and
will be published. They should
be no longer than 200 words,
submitted by noon Wednesday,
and signed. To conserve space,
editors have right to edit.
P e r h a p s the most mouth-worn
p h r a s e we a r e to e n d u r e as Hope
College students is that we a r e
m e m b e r s of an apathetic group.
We speak of apathy in a way that
would seem to render it a selfevident sin. But is it so self-evidently evil? After all if one gets
himself all churned up over some
issue, what will become of his
p e a c e of soul? Let us consider for
a moment some of the virtues
or goods to be had as a result
of apathy.
The Stoics well understood the
problem of peace of soul. They
asked "why is a m a n u n h a p p y ? "
—because he wants that which
he cannot have. So if we want
nothing we will be happy. We want
to eliminate hypocrisy from our
c a m p u s and establish a truly Christian spirit among our students.
How shocked and disillusioned w e
a r e when we a r e awakened to the
fact that perhaps we a r e by n a t u r e
hypocritical. Would it not be f a r
better to h a v e desired no change
and preserve our peace of mind
than to become enthusiastic over
the lofty prospect of no hypocrisy?
Is not the most important thing
the preservation of our tranquility? Are not our c a m p u s zealots
but unrealistic fools who have not
as yet been acquainted with the
facts? We m u s t put down these
t h r e a t s to our stability. Zeal is
unrealistic. Life is so much m o r e
enjoyable if we do not upset our
p e a c e of mind by the weighing of
issues too problematic or profound. Enough of all this talk of
religious revival, let peace and
tranquility rule supreme.
Lance Stell

Tuesday evening we attended
the Student Senate meeting on the
National Student Association. This
letter is a protest against the
undemocratic means by which
the Senate h a s "involved" the
c a m p u s in NSA. We m u s t clarify
that we support NSA. However the
u n r e p r e s e n t a t i v e n a t u r e of the impending involvement negates any
benefits NSA might have for the
whole s t u d e n t body.
During the Senate session Tuesday night w e felt t h a t the f a t e
of t h e issue h a d already been decided and t h a t ratification w a s
just a formality. The senators who
supported NSA failed to "talk u p "
the issue with the students they

rrm
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Coming Events

Student Senate Elections

FRIDAY, MARCH 20
Little T h e a t r e :
"The
Living
Room," 8 p.m.

With nominations and petitioning this week,
the campaigning for Student Senate offices begins once again. Once more students will be
out looking for support and votes; once m o r e
the art of politicking covers the campus. Once
more students are faced with the responsibility
of choosing a man to lead their governing body.

portunities into concrete p a r t s of campus life.
The student body needs a strong practical realist, a m a n with a perception of problems involved. a m a n with experience, a man who is
willing (and this is the most important) to go
all out to build the foundation already set
up.

This y e a r the responsibility of choosing a
strong candidate for the job of Student Senate
president is even more important than before.
For several reasons m a n y m e m b e r s of the
student body are beginning to show interest
and invo'vement in campus affairs. Student
Senate is making the effort to become m o r e inv o ' v e l in important campus issues; through
Student Court and other groups set up for student self discipline, students a r e beginning to
use an increasing amount of responsibility for
running their own affairs.

Therefore, it is of increasing" importance
that the candidates for the Student Senate offices run on p l a t f o r m s with stands on real,
practical, necessary campus issues and not on
flashing politicking.

The Hope College student body, then is
in a state of transition. P a r t of the change is
clue to the concerned student leaders; the adminis'ration has been granting the students m o r e
opportunities to act for themselves; a new crop
of active u n d e r c l a s s m e n leaders is developing.
All of this transition, of all of the good possbilities arising require a strong Student Senate
president to m a k e the present glimpses of op-

supposedly represent. L e a d e r s have
a responsibility to sound out the
sentiment of those who they represent. More than this, they should
strive to produce reactions to important questions by distributing
effective literature and integrating
useful open meetings.
This issue r e a c h e s down into the
traditional attimde on c a m p u s
that student organizations a r e in
the hands of the few who really
don't c a r e about outside opmion.
We believe that any organization
that does not honestly strive to
interest the whole student body is
both useless and ultimately dangerous.
Constructively we favor a refe r e n d u m on NSA involvement.
This would involve all the students
in this important issue a n d would
aPow the Senate to attack apathy.
Talk about a p a t h y will accomplish nothing uness action is taken.
The present attitude of our leade r s does not indicate t h a t they a r e
sufficiently interested in acting
on this problem. Elected leaders
have the responsibility of representing the sentiment of the people
they were elected by. This can
only be achieved by stimulating
student interest!
Gerrit Rletveld
James Chesney

Tuesday night the Senate decided to join t h e National Student
Association. Both during this meeting and later on " C o n t r o v e r s y "
over WTAS, the Question was
raised as to the apathy on campus a s it r e l a t e s to this organiza-

SATURDAY, MARCH 21
Calvin visitant, joint Senate
meeting
Little T h e a t r e :
"The
Living
Room." 8 p.m.
International Night, Phelps. 8:30
p.m.
MONDAY, MARCH 23
Sorority rush begins
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25
AWS speaker, Phelps, 7:30 p.m.

F r a t e r n i t i e s and sororities will be bringing
forth their best candidates. However, t h e r e is
no reason why independents should not come
to the front and ask for the jobs available.
If a s ' u d e n t could organize independent support. he would really be showing the leadership qualities necessary for the job.

FRIDAY, MARCH 27
Spring Vacation begins, 12 noon

Model to Speak
Associated Women Students
will present a speaker from the
Patricia Stevens Modeling Agency of Chicago as the third of
the Women's Development Program speakers on Wednesday
at 7 p.m. in Phelps Dining Hall.
The speaker will lecture on
personal grooming and social
graces. The meeting will be
oepn to informal discussion following the lecture.

The recent controversy over the proposal
to join the National Student Association indicated that responsible c a m p u s people can get
worked up over important issues. In the coming
year the Senate must often raise m o r e issues
of such a controversial nature in order to stimulate student interest, discussion and action.
If this is to be done. Senate m u s t be led by
a m a n who has. in a word. guts.

tion's establishment. It was called
" t r a g i c " and has been e a r m a r k e d
as a lack of student interest.
Why a r e concerts, speakers, etc.
so poorly attended? Is it lack of
interest? One glance at the calendar gives us our answer, for. with
multiple activities taking place
every night, the student, though
actively interested in m a n y fields,
cannot attend everything. He must
choose a n d he must always consider his homework. For a r e we
not here to study and learn? Or
are we " m a j o r i n g " in extra-curricular activities? We need e x t r a
activities to broaden our classroom learning, but that students
a r e called apathetic b e c a u s e they
don't have t i m e to attend every
meeting—this is an injustice to
the student! How can a student
effectively divide his time between activities and studying without being labeled apathetic?
T h e r e s e e m s now to be a solid
nucleus of interested students behind NSA, but I f e a r that in a
few y e a r s the c r y of apathy will
again be raised because of the
lack of " i n t e r e s t e d "
students.
Will we again be dropping out of
NSA because the presently interested students have b e c o m e too
busy or have g r a d u a t e d ?
Now t h a t w e have decided to
join NSA, m y only hope is t h a t
our delegates will take a n active
voice in NSA and that c a m p u s
discussions generating f r o m NSA
will not join the ranks of the m y r iad of poorly attended meetings
about which w e h e a r t h e re-echoing c r y — " a p a t h y " !

Marion Hoekstra

I suppose this is cheating but
I'd like to get a free plug for the
c a m p u s book, "The F a l l , " by Albert Camus.
One of the most i m p o r t a n t aspects of a college education is the
development of an interest, a genuine curiosity, in reading. P e r h a p s
the most valuable skill we can
learn is that of critically reading.
So. amid all the frivolous meetings and all the petty requirements
we must fulfill, I hope that we'll
find time over Spring Vacation to
read this stimulating novel and
to come to the discussion on April
9. I hear it's a short book!
David Hollenbach

Smoker
Phi Alpha Kappa Fraternity
— a professional, graduate-social fraternity composed of
the orthodox faith —• will hold
its annual smoker in the Grand
Rapids area at the Comet Restaurant on Monday, beginning
at 7 p.m.
All three or four year graduating students who are presently considering attendance at
the University of Michigan during the coming year are invited
to attend the smoker.
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Michigan Wins NCAA Regionals;
Tries for Title at Kansas City
by James Mace
In recognition of a job well done,
this reporter would like to congratulate the University of Michigan on their outstanding basketball season.
Coach Dave Strack deserves a
great deal of credit for molding
this young team into a winning
outfit. fThe starting five has only
one senior, captain Bob Cantrell.)
However, it was the prowess of
such stars as Bill Buntin, Cazzie
Russel, and Oliver Darden that
led the Wolverines to the Big Ten
title and then to the Midwest
NCAA Regionals. In the regionals,
Michigan knocked off last year's
champions, Loyola of Chicago, 8480. and then went on to defeat
surprising Ohio University 69-57
last Saturday night.
Now it is on to Kansas City
for the NCAA semi-finals and finals this weekend. First, Michigan. no. 2 in the nation, must
play Duke, the no. 3 team in the
nation, led by Jeff Mullins and 6'
10" center Hack Tison. In the
other semi-final game the tournament favorites, the Bruins of
UCLA, led by cat-like Walt Hazzard take on the Wildcats of Kan-

A&W ROOT BEER
Olive King Burger
Two Patties of Choice Beef
Melted Cheese, Lettuce-Tomato
and Our Own Olive Dressing
Served on a Rusk Bun

45c

sas State featuring high scoring
Willie Murell and 7-footer Roger
Suttner.
After the dust clears Friday
night the two finalists will go at
it Saturday night for the NCAA
title. I'm sure that Dave Strack
and the rest of the Wolverines
hope they will be in there against
UCLA because they would like
nothing better than to beat the
team that beat them 98-80 in the
Los Angeles Classic over the
Christmas holidays.
If this game becomes a reality,
it will be fun to see if no. 1 is
really no. 1.

Arkies, Fraters,
Knickerbockers
Vie for Trophy
The quest for the fraternity AllSports trophy has now turned into
a three way race with the Arkies
Fraters and Knicks all holding
good chances of winning the title.
The Knicks would like to keep the
title which they won last year,
while the Arkies and Fraters
would be more than glad to take
it away from the men of Knickerbocker.
Although not eliminated from
the race the Cosmos. Emmies and
Indies do not quite measure up
point wise to the other three teams.
However, the spring sports will
bring about a winner and it should
be a fight to the finish as it was
last year.

RUSS'
Drive In
Car or inside service
Eating out together - is always fun at RUSS'
IMMiMimWill

First National Bank
OF HOLLAND
Serving the Holland area since 1872

Fris
WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
F e a t u r i n g : C o n t e m p o r a r y & S t u d i o C a r d s , Ring Books, P a p e n , Pens

"EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown — Next to Penney's
A t o u r River Avenue Store
New and Used Typewriters — Rentals — Expert Repair Service
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NEW TWIST? — Two members of the new Hope wrestling team circle for an opening in intersquad
grappling practice.
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To The Hoop

ls~u
by James Mace
In the Spring a young m a n ' s
fancy turns to love, and
baseball. I knew there were two.
This holds true even at Hope
College as evidenced by the fact
that coach Daryl Siedentop has
recently had his ballplayers out
on the field along side the Carnegie Gym. At least up until the
snow started to fall that is.
Quite soon, however, these future major leaguers will be winding their way southward to the
land of "possum innards" and
honminy grits. (Memphis, Tenn.
that is.) This spring trip orginating in Memphis will include games
wth North Park. S. Western College, and Memphis State University. Although I hate to use the
word at a Christian institution, our
team most surely will be looking
for "revenge" when they play
Memphis State. (State shellacked
us 12-2 and 10-1 last spring.)
Following their stay in Memphis,
the team moves on to Jackson,
Tenn., where the Flying Dutchmen take on Union College. Union
helped to make last year's spring

'Richard IIF
(continued from page 6)
cifix in Clarence's Tower dungeon,
the chanting monks in various
scenes, the elevated cross hilt as
Richard dies, the prayer of a
somewhat over - wholesome Richmond serve to add an ironic dimension of devilishness to th©
villainy of Richard.
The relevance of such a play
for an Elizabethan audience is
obvious. It not only instructed the
populace in domestic history but
also taught the importance of integrity of high office and celebrated the establishment of a new
dynasty which Elizabeth was the
contemporary representative. Today, when ill-used power may be
universally fatal, the play reminds
us that ruthless leaders and those
(or we) who allow the ruthless to
become powerful are all deeply
guilty of betraying mankind.

trip a complete success by beating us twice, 6-0 and 13-9. However this year we stand a much
better chance due to the fact that
the team has been able to get out
of doors to practice. Last year
at this time the team started practice with more than a foot of
snow on the ground, and they never did get to have batting or fielding practice.
After spending a week in the
deep South, The Dutchmen travel
northwards to South Bend. Ind.
where they take on their arch
rivals, who else but the "Fighting
I r s h " of Notre Dame.
Following their humiliation of
Notre Dame, the team returns to

'The Centaur'. . .
(continued from page 6)
large segment of the literary public that a Willie Loman can be a
valid hero; that there is point to
becoming empathetically involved
with a small man doomed to selfdestruction in a world he cannot
understand or change. John Updike is developing the modern
non-hero in another direction. He
is showing us that there is point
to becoming empathetically involved with an ordinary man who
does understand what's wrong
with his world and who can see
beyond himself to the needs of
others, but who is convinced that
God is often arbitary and unjust.
Updike's task is more difficult
than Miller's, both intellectually
and artistically. Willie Loman is
so small, so overwhelmed by it
all, so unable to see beyond himself. that his plight easily arouses
our sympathy. Updike does not
allow Caldwell to work on our
sympathies that easily. Too much
of an individualist to be a stereotype, Caldwell is also ordinary
enough to be the man next door.
The ways in which he tries to offer
his life for his son are guided by

SWEAT SHIRTS

Complete Dinners

ALL SIZES NOW IN STOCK

Banquets for 20 - 300

NEW - Short Sleeve, Loden Green
NEW-Long Sleeve, Sand

BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI

(Special

Dinners for 95c)

Holland where it begins its MIAA
season with a doubleheader against
Calvin on April 15. The team will
be going all out in defense of the
title which they co-shared with
Albion last year, even though they
defeated the Britons twice without a loss during the season.
Even with the loss of All-MIAA
shortstop Jim Bultman. the Dutchmen hope to repeat with the likes
of such ballplayers as "Little AllAmerican" Ron Venhuizen, brother
combination Glenn and Clare Van
Wieren, pitchers. Jim Van Til and
Joe Bosworth and others, veterans and newcomers alike. Best
of luck to all of you for the coming
season.

BLUE KEY BOOK STORE
— Your Book Store —

motivations w h i c h are mixed
enough and fumbling enough to be
like ours.
The ways in which Peter, Caldwell's son. reacts to his father's
bumbling attempts at atonement,
are also mixed enough to be like
our responses to sacrifice by others. Peter is often ashamed of his
father's exhibitionistic personality,
and disgusted with his father's
self-pity. This is played out especially well in scenes in which Caldwell befriends derelicts who see
him as a sucker. Despite such
scenes that humiliate and enrage
Peter, it is obvious that he greatly
loves and respects his father.
But just when we find ourselves
interpreting this story as a poignant depiction of how a son was able
to learn from his father's failings,
there is parenthetically slipped in
the information that Peter grows
up to be " a n authentic second rate abstract expressionist living
in an East Twenty-third Street loft
with a Negro mistress."
What is gained from a life of
atonement, then, if this typifies
the response by the beneficiary?
Updike's answer is that Caldwell
had discovered that in giving-his
life to others he entered a total
freedom.
"It was a freedom that allowed
him to return to the "paralyzed
patch of thankless alien land, these
cryptic faces, those certain four
walls of Room 204," having discovered that "wherever in the filth
and confusion and misery, a soul
felt joy, there the Lord came and
claimed it as his own; into barrooms and brothels and classrooms
and alleys slippery with spittle,
wherever a moment of joy was
felt, there the Lord stole and added
to His enduring domain."

